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Residents Meeting – Aldingham Parish Council 
 

 Introductions 

 

 Talk on plans to Scales Residents 

 

 Residents felt the introduction process was started too late - Unanimous opinion - 

Lock in upheld and apologised 

 

 Peter complained about the proximity of his house to the taxi, drop off and area. Lock 

In promised to share documentation on the Road Traffic Order. 

 

 Scales Residents wanted the actual documentation related to the safe running of the 

festival - Lock In promised to share with all members 

 

 Scales Residents would like a visual representation of the site - Lock In promised to 

share 

 

 Many residents shared their concerns about the single lane access to Scales - 

Discussion led to the possibility of "soft" closing roads with stewards and "hard" 

closing it at night with security staff. This solution is to be worked on with a 

resident’s group. 

 

 Residents accepted the cleaning proposal seemed to be robust - But lock in will 

provide proposals for peer review by resident’s association 

 

 Residents accepted the noise plan seemed to be robust - But lock in will provide 

proposals to manage noise for peer review. 

 

 Residents would like parking, general traffic and residents' care of area of their homes 

to be mailed to all festival members. Lock in promised to do that. 

 

 Residents would like to know what the charitable outcomes will benefit from the 

festival - This picture is not fully complete but the lock in promises full 

transparency of accounts. 
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 Residents would like a formal complaints path - Lock in promised to establish that 

with residents committee 

 

 Helen and Lock In meet via teams to establish residents committee - so residents have 

a strong voice always within the festival. Both parties welcomed that. 

 

 Residents have concerns about any external damage - Residents committee and lock 

in to discuss a method of legal binding documentation to protect all residents from 

damage. The lock in supports this. 

 

 Accident logs were discussed and lock in has a comprehensive documentary 

repository to accompany the festival. The Ops Manual to be shared with residents by 

lock in.  

 

 Meeting End 
 


